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Introduction

This paper is an overview of legal mechanisms that make it possible for Belarusian not-for-profit organizations (hereinafter, NPOs) to use electronic means in their fundraising efforts.

The objectives of this study and report are as follows:

1. to find out how, from a legal point of view, various mechanisms for raising funds from the general public using on-line technology and other electronic means operate in the Republic of Belarus; and

2. to explain the legal implications of introducing various mechanisms for raising funds from the general public using the Internet and other electronic means (what is legal and what is not, how to use the mechanisms in compliance with national legislation, tax consequences, etc.) and develop recommendations regarding improvement of legal regulation and practice on the most effective ways of fundraising from the general public through the Internet and other electronic technology.

The problematic field of research is at the interface of two areas of legislation.

On the one hand, the legal relations considered in the review are regulated by the rules for various forms of NPOs and individuals on possible revenue without signs of entrepreneurial activity (the specific aspect of using electronic means is not regarded as a special subject of regulation in this case). The basic normative acts in this area include the Civil Code of the Republic of Belarus (Chapter 32 “Giving”), the Tax Code of the Republic of Belarus, the Law of the Republic of Belarus On Public Associations, Presidential Decree #300 On the Provision and Use of Gratuitous Aid (Sponsorship) of July 1, 2005, Decree #5 of the President of the Republic of Belarus On Foreign Gratuitous Aid of August 31, 2015 and the regulations and instructions adopted to implement them.

On the other hand, the regulation of legal relations in the use of electronic fundraising mechanisms involves general norms governing cashless payments, Internet and telecommunications (the use of these tools in financial transactions is subject to regulation, but their relation to NPO fundraising is not taken into account). As with legislation on non-cash transactions, the regulatory basis in this area is laid down by Decree #60 of the President of the Republic of Belarus On Measures to Improve the Use of the National Segment of the Internet of February 1, 2010 and the acts adopted to implement them. More recently, Decree #8 of the President On the Development of

---

2 For purposes of this work, not-for-profit organizations are understood in accordance with the norms of the Civil Code of the Republic of Belarus as organizations that do not have making profit as the main goal of their activity and do not distribute the profit received among their participants.
the Digital Economy of December 21, 2017 makes up the basis for the further development of legal regulation in the field of Internet technology at a whole new level.

There is currently no special regulation on electronic fundraising in Belarus, despite the broad enough use of new fundraising mechanisms in this country. It seems that the "fundraising boom" observed in Belarus is the result of a combination of several factors: (1) changes in the financial model of the functioning of Belarusian NPOs in connection with changes in the strategies of foreign donors; (2) the absence of special legal restrictions on the use of electronic fundraising; and (3) the increasingly widespread use of web technology and state-of-the-art means of communication in Belarus.

In acting as customers or providing donor support for their activities, many traditional foreign partners of Belarusian NPOs are increasingly reorienting their strategies toward closer coordination with government: donor agencies are beginning to view state-related entities (or wholly state-run organizations) as direct recipients of foreign funding.

Along with the economic crisis and a drop in household incomes, this has prompted NPOs to look for new sources of funding. While some NPOs chose the traditional extensive approach by adapting their activity to the change in donor policies, others – mainly those engaged in the social sphere or charity – began to consider social entrepreneurship and other ways of raising funds directly from target groups, including through crowdfunding. Even though it creates problems for NPOs, the lack of direct legal regulation on these mechanisms is a lesser evil than the introduction of special regulation of social phenomena with its inevitable concomitant restrictions.

Alongside the development of Internet communications and social networks, this trend has led to greater attention on the part of NPOs to matters of corporate image building, which, along with a positive impact (being closer to target groups), has a negative effect too: there is an increase in events aimed at attracting media and public attention to organizations' leaders and problems rather than attaining real results and change in society.

It is noteworthy that the scale and scope of the projects financed by Belarusians through the crowdfunding and other new forms of fundraising is expanding: this includes the activities of traditional public organizations, publishing projects (books,

---


4 This trend was specially emphasized by participants in an expert meeting held by the AKT International Educational Association in September 2016, see "Civil Society Organizations of Belarus: 8 Trends of 2016", http://www.actngo.info/article/organizacii-grazhdanskogo-obshchestva-belarusi-8-tendenciy-2016-goda
feature films, cartoons), educational seminars, public start-ups, and even fundraising to send athletes to international competitions. Charity in its pure form is no longer the absolutely dominant goal of collecting citizens’ donations: new initiatives with no relation to assistance to specific persons have entered the crowdfunding market. In the human rights sector, for example, aid to victims of human rights violations has taken on significant proportions. While they continue to attract donations, the main platforms for raising funds for public projects – Talakosht (Talaka.by) and, to a lesser extent, Uley (Ulej.by) with its focus on commercial start-ups – are beginning to function as platforms for finding other project implementation resources (partners, volunteers, crowdsourcing). Not-for-profit use of foreign crowdfunding platforms is not so common in Belarus. Since there are significant legal restrictions on international financial transactions for residents of Belarus, such international mechanisms are mainly used by commercial initiatives and start-ups.5

Launched in April 2016, the on-line magazine Imena became the first Belarusian media organization to be fully funded by readers’ donations. The stories it runs about individuals who need help have a wide resonance with and are supported by the public. It was through crowdfunding, too, that the newspaper Nasha niva financed its activities in the field of investigative journalism.

For the time being, funds collected by crowdfunding cannot compare with the amounts of foreign funding, which remains the main source of funding, either directly or through intermediary organizations represented by umbrella structures or large sectoral NPOs, for the majority of Belarusian non-profits. But when it comes to concrete projects aimed at creating specific products with clearly defined social demand, crowdfunding is a new and promising alternative to foreign or domestic sponsorship.

The success of crowdfunding platforms is due, among other things, to the lack of comprehensive legal regulation in this area. At the same time, the requirement to register funds received by NPOs from abroad, as well as a number of tax and financial restrictions, may be significant problems for their development.

It should be noted that the success and popularity of on-line fundraising is largely accounted for by the widespread use of up-to-date means of communication by broad sections of the Belarusian public. According to the 2017 annual report of the National Statistical Agency, there are some 11 million Internet subscribers in Belarus (more than the country’s population because one person can use the Internet in several ways). Internet access is available to 71.1% of the study participants, aged 6 to 72. Among Internet users, 68.3% are on-line daily, 16.2% at least once a week, and 15.5% on a case-by-case basis. Over the past four years, the number of those who go on-line

every day has gradually increased. The most frequent place to go on the Internet from is the home (93.5% of all users). More than a half of the respondents to this representative national survey use mobile Internet (56.5%), other options include "relatives or friends" (27.7%), workplace (19.1%), computer club or Internet cafe (9.8%) and "school" (4.4%). A quarter of all users enter the network for education, about one in eight users go on-line to contact government agencies. Also, the survey shows how many Belarusians are satisfied with the quality of their Internet and mobile telephony services. "Completely satisfied" and "rather satisfied" were 91.6% of mobile telephony subscribers and 86.2% of Internet users.⁶

The mobile communication standard LTE in Belarus is used by 68% of subscribers in all regional centers, major district centers, and the capital city of Minsk, according to the Ministry of Communications and Informatization. In total, there were 11.4 million mobile telecommunication subscribers in Belarus as of April 1, 2018.⁷

Summing up, the market situation of sources of financial support, the legal conditions and the spread of modern communication channels have created an environment for the development of new forms of fundraising via the Internet and other electronic means of communication.

It is important to note that the development of new crowdfunding initiatives and fundraising mechanisms using electronic means is accelerating in Belarus. In July 2018 alone, just as the authors completed this study, two more new tools were launched, allowing NPOs and charitable initiatives to use electronic fundraising mechanisms for their activities (see sections 3.3 and 3.5 of this report), and one leading crowdfunding platform announced a thorough update (Talaka 2.0).

From the second half of 2017, the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus is implementing an initiative to develop a decree on the activities of financial Internet sites, which will regulate, among other things, the activity of crowd-hosting Internet platforms.

All references to effective legislation in this study are as of May 16, 2018.

---


1. Legal Treatment of NPO Funding Sources

1.1 GENERAL PROVISIONS

According to the legislation of the Republic of Belarus (hereinafter also, RB) NPOs have the right to have the following sources of financing in monetary or other forms 8:

1. receipts from founders (participants, members): property contributions by founders, admission and membership fees;
2. voluntary donations;
3. gratuitous (sponsored) aid;
4. foreign gratuitous assistance;
5. international technical assistance;
6. revenue from entrepreneurial activity;
7. revenue from companies established by NPOs; and
8. other revenue not prohibited by law.

Article 553 of the Civil Code of the Republic of Belarus uses the concept of “donation” as a form of the deed of gift. Article 543 of the Code stipulates that under a gift agreement, one party (donor) transfers or undertakes to transfer to the other party (recipient) a thing in ownership or a property right (claim) to itself or to a third party, or releases or undertakes to release it from a property obligation to itself or a third party. Donation is understood as the gift of a thing or right "for universally beneficial purposes." Donations can be made to citizens, medical and educational establishments, social security and other similar establishments, charitable, research and educational institutions, funds, museums and other cultural institutions, public, religious and other not-for-profit organizations, as well as the Republic of Belarus and its administrative-territorial units. Acceptance of donations does not require anyone’s permission or consent. This type of gift differs from the usual donation in the purpose for which the gift is made, as well as the subject composition of potential recipients and the opportunity to designate the purpose of the gift. From a legal point of view, the problem is the absence in the Belarusian legislation of the concept of a "universally beneficial purpose," which makes it difficult to single out a donation from a deed of gift. In practice, the terms "gratuitous contribution" and "charitable contribution" are also used in relation to donations (it is preferable to use the first term in respect of the activities of NPOs, since the Belarusian law does not have a definition of "charity"). The legislation also uses the terms "charitable" and "universally beneficial" without

---

8 Since the Belarusian legislation includes only special normative acts that regulate this or that organizational form of NPOs, there is no legally established list of sources of NPO funding that would be common to all.
defining them. The Tax Code of the Republic of Belarus does not use the concept of “donation” in the context of taxation, but has a broader – in comparison with the Civil Code – concept of “gratuitously received money, goods (works, services), and property rights.”

The donor of property to an individual should, and to a legal entity, may stipulate a specific purpose of its use. In the absence of such a proviso, the donation of property to an individual is treated as an ordinary gift; in all other cases, the donated property shall be used by the recipient in accordance with its designated purpose.

From the giver's perspective, giving is always a selfless act. In the case of donations, this means, for example, that a not-for-profit organization cannot undertake to perform any services (for example, advertising). If such a contract is nevertheless concluded, inspection bodies may regard money received from the "donor" as revenue from advertising services or as non-sale income from the leasing of premises and apply appropriate sanctions for tax evasion.

The concept of "gratuitous (sponsored) aid" was introduced by Decree #300 of the President of the Republic of Belarus On Extending and Using Gratuitous (Sponsored) Aid of July 1, 2005. Unlike donations from individuals permanently residing in Belarus, gratuitous (sponsor) assistance is given by Belarusian legal entities and individual entrepreneurs. Proceeding from the norms of the decree, it is possible to derive the following definition of gratuitous (sponsored) aid: free and irrevocable assistance from Belarusian legal entities and individual entrepreneurs to Belarusian organizations, individual entrepreneurs, and individuals, given on a voluntary basis in the form of cash (including in foreign currency), goods (property), works, services, and property rights, including exclusive rights to intellectual property. Gratuitous aid can be attributed to donations only conditionally, since, despite many common features between gratuitous assistance agreements and deeds of gift, the concept of the latter in terms of its legal content is much broader than that of a deed of gift (donation).

In accordance with Decree #300, a recipient of such aid must enter into a written contract with the sender. The contract must include the following information:

- the organization or individual entrepreneur providing gratuitous (sponsored) aid, and its recipient;
- the amount (amount, cost calculation) of the gratuitous (sponsored) aid;
- the purpose of providing gratuitous (sponsored) aid;
- type of goods (works, services) that will be purchased with funds of gratuitous (sponsored) aid;
• the procedure for the recipient (if other than a natural person) to report on the intended use of the gratuitous (sponsored) aid to the organization or individual entrepreneur who has provided it;
• within established limits, information on the gratuitous (sponsored) aid to government bodies, organizations; and
• any other conditions stipulated by the agreement of the parties, with due account taken of with observance of applicable requirements of the law.

In addition to things, property rights, and release from property obligations, as provided for in a deed of gift, a gratuitous aid contract may also be for work or services. Therefore, unlike a donation (gift), gratuitous aid may include the rendering of services or performance of works. Furthermore, while the Civil Code prohibits donation from one commercial organization to another, the Decree On Gratuitous (Sponsored) Aid does not impose any restrictions on entities that may receive gratuitous assistance.

The decree also lists purposes for which gratuitous (sponsored) aid may be extended. The list is a closed one, except for the definition by the President of other goals for which gratuitous (sponsored) aid – or consent to allocate it to a purpose not specified in the decree – may be used. Many NPOs may not use gratuitous (sponsored) aid other than to strengthen their resources. Effective legislation and the practice of its application do not provide for using gratuitous (sponsored) aid for needs such as staff salaries or administrative expenses, nor can it be accumulated in the NPO’s bank accounts.

The receipt and use of foreign gratuitous aid are regulated by Decree #5 of the President of the Republic of Belarus On Foreign Gratuitous Aid of August 31, 2015. Foreign gratuitous aid includes monetary funds, in particular, those allocated by foreign founders to finance the Belarusian institutions that they created, contributions made by foreign founders (members) of Belarusian not-for-profit organizations, interest-free loans, as well as goods (property), with the exception of immovable property located outside Belarus, and property rights gratuitously provided for use, possession and/or disposal. Foreign gratuitous assistance includes assistance provided by both foreigners and Belarusian citizens permanently residing outside Belarus. However, the legislation does not clearly define the meaning of “permanently residing outside the Republic of Belarus.” In accordance with Law #49-Z On the Procedure for the Departure from and the Entry into the Republic of Belarus by Citizens of the Republic of Belarus of September 20, 2009, the permanent residence of Belarusian citizens outside Belarus is formalized by issuing a passport of an RB citizen for permanent residence outside the country and registration with RB consular posts. Proceeding from the above legislation, it can be assumed that citizens who have
received a passport of an RB citizen for permanent residence abroad and registered with a respective consular post can be referred to as citizens permanently residing outside the Republic of Belarus. In turn, these provisions on foreign gratuitous assistance do not apply to foreign citizens and stateless persons who have a permit for permanent residence in Belarus. Therefore, receiving aid from such persons is subject to the rules on receiving donations.

The legislation lists purposes of receiving foreign gratuitous aid. When received by an NPO, it is, irrespective of the amount, subject to registration with the Department for Humanitarian Activities. The recipient is issued a preliminary opinion of the competent state body on agreeing the purposes for which such aid will be used and/or exempting it from tax. In practice, the registration of foreign gratuitous assistance may be denied "for reasons of inexpediency of its receipt."

Article 1 of the Civil Code of the RB establishes a uniform regulation of entrepreneurial activity for all entities, commercial or non-profit. At the same time, part 4, clause 3 of Article 46 of the Civil Code imposes additional restrictions on the performance of entrepreneurial activities by NPOs. NPOs may perform them only insofar as it is necessary for the statutory purposes they were created for and in line with those purposes and the subject of their activity, or because it is necessary for the performance of tasks of state significance stipulated in their charters, is in line with those purposes and the subject of their activity. Article 46 of the Civil Code of the RB provides that for certain forms of NPOs, legislative acts may establish requirements that stipulate their right to engage in entrepreneurial activity only by founding commercial organizations and/or participating in them. This means that an NPO’s ability to perform independent entrepreneurial activities depends on its organizational and legal form. In accordance with the Belarusian legislation, public associations (excluding certain sports associations) may not perform independent entrepreneurial activities.

1.2. TAX TREATMENT

In accordance with clauses 4.2.1.-4.2.4, Article 128 of the Tax Code of the Republic of Belarus, the composition of the non-sale revenues of NPOs established in accordance with the law shall not include, respectively:

- admission, share and membership fees in amounts provided for by their charters;
- funds received from participants (members) in the course of advance financing and/or by way of reimbursement of expenses for the purchase and/or performance (rendering) of works (services) for these participants (with due regard to the cost of goods included in the cost
of these works (services) relating to the maintenance and operation of real estate);

- the value of goods received free of charge (works performed, services rendered), property rights, the amount of gratuitously received monetary funds, provided these goods (works, services), property rights, and funds are used for intended purposes, and in case the purpose is not defined by the transferring party, - for the fulfillment of tasks defined by their charters; and

- income in the form of interest from said funds held on current, settlement or other bank accounts.

An key rule in the case of gratuitous receipt by NPOs of monetary funds, other property, goods (works, services), and property rights is that the specified monetary funds, other property, goods (work, services), and property rights used for other than intended purposes are subject to taxation on general grounds. If the donor has not stipulated the intended purpose, the money, property, services, and property rights shall be used to fulfill the statutory tasks of the recipient NPO. The legislator determines that donations can be used for:

- purposes specified by the transmitting party (the donor); or

- the implementation of the NPO’s statutory tasks.

Goods (works, services), property rights, and monetary funds received free of charge as foreign gratuitous aid are not subject to inclusion in the composition of non-sale revenue only on the condition that they are exempted from income tax by the General Affairs Directorate of the President of the Republic of Belarus in coordination with the President and in compliance with the Regulations.

In current practice, when registering foreign gratuitous assistance, a portion of the aid is exempted from profit tax in most of the cases, but the portion received for general expenses of the organization is not.

1.3. ACCOUNTING

Accounting of gratuitous revenue is carried out in accordance with the Instruction on Accounting of Gratuitous Aid approved by Resolution #112 of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Belarus of October 31, 2011. This instruction determines the procedure for the formation of accounting records of data on international technical assistance and foreign gratuitous aid received from other persons, and gratuitous (sponsored) aid in commercial organizations and NPOs (with the exception of budget organizations).

In accordance with this instruction, NPOs reflect the receipt of gratuitous aid in their records in the following manner:
• on the debit side of the accounts: 08 "Investments in long-term assets," 10 "Materials," 41 "Goods" and other accounts and the credit side of Account 86 "Target financing" - when receiving gratuitous aid in the form of fixed assets, intangible assets, and stocks;

• on the debit side of the accounts: 51 "Settlement accounts," 52 "Foreign currency accounts," 55 "Specialized accounts in banks" and the credit side of Account 86 "Target financing" – when receiving gratuitous aid in the form of monetary funds; and

• on the debit side of the accounts: 60 "Settlements with suppliers and contractors," 76 "Settlements with different debtors and creditors," and the credit side of Account 86 "Targeted financing" - when receiving gratuitous aid in the form of work performed or services rendered.

The use by NPOs of gratuitous aid referred to in part one of this paragraph is reflected on the debit side of Account 20 "Core production" and the credit side of inventory, settlements, and other accounts. Any costs accounted for in Account 20 "Core production" are written off on the debit side of Account 86 "Targeted financing."
2. Legal Regulation of Non-cash Payment Systems

2.1. THE PAYMENT SYSTEM OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

In Belarusian legislation, the payment market is described as "the payment system of the Republic of Belarus" and defined as an aggregate of institutions (banking and non-bank), rules and procedures, payment instruments and means of payment, software and telecommunications and payment systems operating in the territory of the Republic of Belarus to ensure the flow of funds within the country and exchange with foreign payment systems.

The legal basis for its functioning is the Banking Code of the Republic of Belarus and other legislative acts.

According to established practice, the main components of the payment system of the Republic of Belarus are:

1. the payment system of the National Bank, the key component of which is the BISS (real-time gross payments system) – the systemically important and the main component of the payment system of the Republic of Belarus;
2. payment systems of banks and non-bank credit and financial establishments (among them the systemically significant payment system of OAO ASB Belarusbank, which serves the national and local budgets as well as extra-budgetary public resources and is capable of causing a systemic risk in the national payment system under certain circumstances). The payment systems of banks include automated banking systems that ensure the formation of the banks' electronic payment documents, their clients, and transactions to fulfill the monetary claims and obligations of clients who have accounts in one bank, a branch or in several branches of one bank, as well as between the bank and the client, and between the branches of the bank;
3. a settlement and clearing system for securities;
4. non-cash retail payment systems (including, but not limited to BelCard, VISA and MasterCard);
5. the automated information system (AIS) Rashchet (Payment) and other systems integrated into a single payment and information environment (abbr., ERIP);
6. systems for money transfers without opening an account;
7. payment systems using electronic money; and
8. data processing centers (for example, OAO Banking Processing Center, a socially significant provider of such payment services as processing and clearing transactions with the use of bank payment cards).
Currently, only financial and credit institutions of the Republic of Belarus may act as providers of payment services. These are the National Bank, other banks, and non-bank financial institutions, as well as legal entities that have the status of a payment agent of ERIP (only one entity – the national mail operator Belposhta – has it at the moment). Other entities, including NPOs, cannot be providers of payment services. In accordance with the Belarusian legislation, accepting cash from individuals for its further transfer to a third party has signs of settlement and/or cash services for individuals. This service is possible either upon receipt of a relevant special permit (license) for banking activities or after the legal entity acquires the status of a payment agent of ERIP. The current legislative requirements for the size of the authorized fund and licensing in Belarus do not allow organizations with a small turnover and narrow specialization to carry out activities in the field of payment aggregation.

The Belarusian legislation does not regulate payment services in the territory of the Republic of Belarus or the procedure for registration of payment service providers, including payment system operators. In early 2018, the National Bank published its Concept of the Draft Law On Payment Services in the Republic of Belarus, which is supposed to address these issues. In accordance with the Concept, the notion of “payment aggregator” is to be introduced in the national legislation. It may be defined as a legal entity that ensures, under a contract with a payment service provider, appropriate information and/or financial exchange between such service provider and its clients. At the same time, the users of the services include NPOs have opened charitable accounts for receiving donations.

2.2. NON-CASH PAYMENTS

Article 231 of the Banking Code of the Republic of Belarus defines non-cash payments as settlements between or with the participation of individuals and legal entities, conducted through a bank or non-bank financial institution or its branch in non-cash form. Under Belarusian legislation, non-cash settlements can take the form of a bank transfer, a money order, a letter of credit, or collection. The letter of credit and collection are used mainly in international settlements. Inside the country, non-cash payments (Article 232 of the Banking Code) are carried out mainly in the form of a bank transfer based on payment instructions given by submitting account documents, using payment instruments such as credit cards, and submitting and using other documents and instruments in cases stipulated by the National Bank. Non-cash payments in the form of a bank transfer can also be made on the basis of a bank-client agreement containing necessary banking information. Under the agreement, the client

---

may give the bank his or her payment instructions via a remote banking system, provided that reliability and security of transmission are ensured. Summing up, non-cash payments are made using cards, electronic money, payment documents and other payment instructions, transmitted via remote banking and other similar systems. Payment instructions of legal entities are submitted to the bank through payment orders and payment requests with acceptance. Non-cash payments can be made by citizens via ERIP system. The most popular payment tool used by Belarusians is a bank card. Belarusian banks issue cards of the internal payment system BelCard and the international payment systems VISA and MasterCard.

2.2.1. BANK ACCOUNT AGREEMENT

The basis for conducting bank settlements in a non-cash form is a contract by and between the bank and a client NPO (for example, a current or settlement account agreement). To receive donations, an NPO may enter into both a current (settlement) account and a charitable account agreement with the bank.

Under a current (settlement) bank account agreement, one party (the bank or a non-bank financial institution) undertakes to open a current (settlement) bank account to the other party (the account holder) to hold money of the account holder and/or deposit money arriving for the benefit of the account holder in his/her account, as well as to carry out his/her instructions on the transfer and issue of money from the account. On his/her part, the account holder gives the bank the right to use the temporarily free money in his/her account, subject to payment of the interest provided for by the Belarusian legislation or the agreement and pays the bank a fee for its services.

Under a charitable account agreement, a bank or a non-bank financial institution undertakes to open a bank account for a natural or legal person to collect, hold and use funds arriving for their benefit in the form of gratuitous (sponsored) aid or donations.

As a result, the Banking Code directly provides for the opening and use of a bank account for the purpose of collecting gratuitous aid. At the same time, the compulsory opening of a charitable account for the receipt of gratuitous aid is established only by the legislation regulating the receipt of foreign gratuitous aid. There is no requirement in the legislation that gratuitous (sponsored) aid or donations received by NPOs from citizens permanently residing (or having a residence permit) in Belarus be credited to a bank account on a mandatory basis. An exception to this rule is legislation on ERIP, according to which donations received via this system are credited to a charitable account. Accordingly, gratuitous (sponsored) aid, as well as donations received by NPOs from citizens permanently residing (or having a residence permit) in Belarus, may be collected into both a charitable and a current (settlement) account. When receiving foreign gratuitous aid from a charitable account, the service fee to the bank is
charged if these expenses are recorded as intended use of foreign gratuitous aid. Banks can also set up special rules (for example, no write-off of commission when crediting funds to an account) when other aid arrives in the NPO account. When opening an NPO charitable account, special attention should be paid to the stated purpose of its opening, which is specified in the charitable account agreement in order to be able to withdraw funds for the organization’s administrative and other needs later on.

Law #165-Z of the Republic of Belarus On Measures to Prevent the Legalization of Proceeds from Crime, the Financing of Terrorist Activities, and the Financing the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction of June 30, 2014 provides that financial transactions are subject to special control regardless of whether they actually took place if the officer conducting the transaction has reasons to suspect that the transaction is not consistent with the objectives of the client NPO as written in its constituent documents or the types and/or character of its activities.

2.2.2. PAYMENTS USING A BANK PAYMENT CARD

A bank payment card can be used as a payment instrument by the person directly making the transfer of a donation to an NPO or by the NPO itself.

In accordance with the Banking Code, a bank payment card is a payment instrument that provides access to the bank account or accounts for deposits or credits of a physical or legal person for the purpose of obtaining cash funds and making payments in non-cash form, as well as conducting other transactions in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Belarus.

A bank issues bank payment cards and renders settlement and/or cash services to individuals and/or legal entities using bank payment cards and/or their banking information (acquiring) the basis of its license for banking activities. As of January 1, 2018, 22 banks of the Republic of Belarus issued domestic and international bank payment cards.11

The payment systems within which Belarusian banks issue payment cards include:

- The payment system **BELCARD**
- The international system **MASTERCARD**
- The international system **VISA**

The payment systems within which Belarusian banks service cardholders:

- The payment system **BELCARD**
- The international system **MASTERCARD**
- The international system **VISA**

---

11 Web site of the National Bank of Belarus: [https://www.nbrb.by/today/FAQ/plastic_cards.asp](https://www.nbrb.by/today/FAQ/plastic_cards.asp)
• The international system UnionPay (OAO Belgazprombank)
• The international system AmericanExpress (OAO BPS-Sberbank)
• The international system JCB (OAO Belinvestbank)\(^2\)
• Resolution #34 of the Board of the National Bank of January 18, 2013 approved the Instruction on the Procedure for Performing Transactions with Bank Payment Cards. In order to minimize the risks associated with operations involving the use of bank payment cards, the National Bank together with other domestic banks prepared a set of recommendations on the safe use of bank payment cards, encouraging partner banks to post this information in offices and on their corporate websites.

• The issue of cards includes: the conclusion by the issuing bank and the client of an agreement on the use of the card and/or the loan agreement; card personalization; the actual issue of the card. Belarusian banks mostly issue debit cards. The cards themselves can be issued both on a physical medium (plastic, including contactless, cards) and without any physical media (virtual bank cards).

• Under the agreement on the use of the card between the issuing bank and a legal entity, the issuing bank issues corporate debit cards to the organization’s CEO or authorized employees.

• In the case of debit cards, money can be credited to and debited from the NPO’s account in the manner prescribed by the legislation governing operations on the type of account and the card use agreement. Operations using debit cards (including contactless ones) without the authorization or identification of the cardholder are made within the limits of the amounts established for such transactions by the rules of the payment system, the issuing bank and/or the acquiring bank.

• Bank payment cards can be issued to accountholders both in Belarusian rubles and in foreign currency. When using the card, currency is exchanged based on the card use agreement.

• Senders of aid to NPOs can use bank payment cards when transferring donations via websites, interactive kiosks, mobile banking, etc. Cardholders can also set up a periodic withdrawal of funds from a bank card if there is a contract between their NPO and the bank. More recently, a service appeared on the Belarus banking market that makes it possible for bank card holders automatically transfer 0.5% of the amount of

\(^2\) Web site of the National Bank of Belarus. [https://www.nbrb.by/payment/PlasticCards/systems.asp](https://www.nbrb.by/payment/PlasticCards/systems.asp)
payments made on the card to charitable projects serviced by one of the
Belarusian crowdfunding platforms (for detail see section 3.5 for the Imena
project, which is being implemented by ImenaMedia, a social and
charitable center for support to publicly significant infrastructure
projects).

- For NPOs collecting funds via payment terminals, see 3.6.

2.2.3. PAYMENTS USING E-MONEY

Electronic money is a unit of value held in electronic form, issued in exchange for cash
or non-cash funds and accepted as a means of payment in settlements both with the
issuer and other legal entities and individuals, as well as identifying the amount of the
issuer’s obligation to return funds to any legal or physical person upon presentation of
these units of value. The issue of e-money (its provision to cardholders and agents in
exchange for cash or non-cash funds) is carried out by the bank on the basis of a
license for banking activities providing for the right to issue (issue) electronic money,
attracting money from individuals and legal entities to accounts and/or deposits, the
opening and maintenance of bank accounts for individuals and legal entities, and
settlement and cash services for individuals and legal entities, including
correspondent banks.

As of April 1, 2018, a notice on the beginning of operations with e-money was posted by:

1. for the issue of e-money:
   a. OAO Belgazprombank (e-money systems Berlio, MTS Dengi, and V-coin),
   b. OAO Technobank (e-money of the WebMoneyTransfer system, nominated
      in Belarusian rubles),
   c. OAO Paritetbank (e-money system iPay),
   d. OAO Bank Moscow-Minsk (e-money system MTS Money),
   e. ZAO Bank Decision (e-money systems iPay, QIWIBel),
   f. Priorbank OAO (e-money systems Belqi, OSMP, iPay),
   g. OAO BPS-Sberbank (e-money system ePay), and
   h. OAO ASB Belarusbank and Priorbank OAO (e-money, access to which is
      provided through a prepaid card issued within the MasterCard payment
      system).

2. for the repayment in Belarus of e-money issued by non-residents:

a. OAO Belgazprombank (e-money systems Rosberlio-Card, Euroberlio).

3. for the distribution and repayment to individuals in Belarus of e-money issued by non-residents:
   a. ZAO Alfa-Bank (e-money of the ėCard ABB system, accessed via a prepaid card issued by AO Alfa-Bank, Russia within the MasterCard payment system),
   b. JSC BPS-Sberbank (e-money system Yandex.Dengi)¹⁴

In accordance with Decree #6 of the President of the Republic of Belarus On Urgent Measures to Counter Illicit Drug Trafficking of December 28, 2014, there is a requirement in Belarus for mandatory identification of persons as they open electronic purses, regardless of the amount of e-money.

The rules for e-money transactions were approved by Resolution #201 of the Board of the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus of November 26, 2003.

All e-money emitted by banks must be nominated in Belarusian rubles. E-money of issuing banks is distributed by agents. These may be a legal entity, including a bank (with the exception of the issuing bank), or an individual entrepreneur who are residents, have accounts with banks and distribute and/or redeem e-money, and identify owners of electronic purses under an agreement with the issuing bank. The holder is an individual, a legal entity, or an individual entrepreneur, at whose disposal e-money is at the moment. Agent banks in Belarus are allowed to distribute e-money emitted by non-residents and denominated in foreign currency.

The holders of e-money include:

- Physical persons (individuals) who have received e-money from the issuing bank, an agent, an agent bank or other legal entities, individual entrepreneurs employing such physical persons, other physical persons, legal entities, and individual entrepreneurs when effecting, in accordance with applicable law, transactions not related to the entrepreneurial activity of the physical persons; and

- legal entities, individual entrepreneurs who have received e-money from the issuing bank, an agent, an agent bank or other legal entities, individual entrepreneurs, and physical persons when effecting transactions (including when making or arranging agreements on the award in a game of chance, paying a fee for participation in a lottery or an electronic interactive game) in accordance with applicable law.

The issuing bank and the agent bank are obliged to ensure identification of individuals, legal entities, and individual entrepreneurs as they open electronic purses in accordance with the rules of the e-money payments system, taking into account the terms and conditions of the contracts concluded by these banks within the framework of e-money payments system.

To carry out the identification, an individual, legal entity, or individual entrepreneur provides the issuing bank, agent, agent bank, or identification agent with information required by legislation on preventing the legalization of criminal proceeds and financing terrorist activities and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction; or the issuing bank or agent bank may identify an individual, legal entity, or individual entrepreneur without their personal presence, provided data obtained earlier in the course of their identification while being personally present in the issuing bank or agent bank are available to the agent, the identification agent, or the interbank identification system, or accessible from an effective public digital signature verification certificate issued by the Republican Certifying Center of the State System of the Republic of Belarus for the Management of Public Keys for Checking Electronic Digital Signature.

The issuing bank, the agent acting on behalf of the issuing bank, the agent bank and the legal entity enter into a contract providing for the rights and obligations of the parties in respect of the issue, distribution, use and redemption of e-money.

The opening by legal entities of electronic purses in payment systems using e-money issued by banks must comply with the issuer's rules and/or those of the payment system, subject to identification of the e-purse holder by the issuing bank, agent, or identification in the order described above.
Since there is no mention of electronic money in legislation on foreign gratuitous aid, the Department for Humanitarian Activities has published an explanation of applicable legislation. According to the explanation, funds arriving in the account of an organization as a result of the redemption of e-money purchased by a foreign citizen (organization) are recognized as foreign gratuitous aid and are subject to registration with the Department in accordance with established procedure.15

3. Ways of Fundraising via Non-cash Payment Systems

3.1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
An increasing number of NPOs are resorting to a variety of methods of raising funds via non-cash payment systems. Large NPOs, primarily social workers, attract funds using ERIP (the integrated payment and information environment), their own sites, crowdfunding platforms, and (mostly mobile) telephony providers.

3.2. FUNDRAISING VIA THE INTEGRATED PAYMENT AND INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT (ERIP)\(^\text{16}\)

2014, Belarus introduced a single mechanism for payments through ERIP, which all banks operating in the country began to use. With the help of ERIP, a sender of aid can wire his/her donation in cash or in non-cash form, as well as using e-money, to a non-profit's open charitable account. The main advantage of the system for payers is its convenience and ability, in most cases, to transfer funds without commission. The transfer of funds can be made at all points of bank service (23 banks and the postal directorate RUP Belposhta). Payments in the Rashchet system can be made using cash, e-money (WebMoney, belqi), and bank payment cards. Payers using payment cards issued by non-resident banks can access the payment resource e-pay to use Rashchet services.

ERIP is operated by the open-ended JSC called the non-bank credit and financial organization Integrated Payment and Information Environment.

\(^{16}\) For more detail about the way ERIP operates see http://raschet.by

The automated information system AIS Rashchet within the framework of ERIP is responsible for electronic information exchange between ERIP participants effecting payments in Belarusian rubles for goods, work and services and other payments arising from civil law relations, as well as donations to charitable accounts and payments to the national budget.

All ERIP participants are subdivided into direct, indirect and auxiliary participants.

Direct participants are immediate parties to information exchange and payment transactions effected by the AIS Rashchet. This group includes the owner, settlement agents, and service providers.

Indirect participants are parties to information exchange only. This group includes payment agents, aggregators, and members of information resources.

Auxiliary participants assist other ERIP participants in carrying out their functions in accordance with the terms of the concluded agreements. This group includes a contact center, a telecommunications operator, and a testing organization.

Therefore, an NPO as a service provider who has opened a charitable account for accepting donations and concluded an agreement with the owner to connect to AIS Rashchet may act as a direct participant in ERIP.
In accordance with the contract concluded with the owner and his own regulations, a service provider:

- is connected to AIS Rashchet;
- furnishes the owner with all information necessary for the organization by settlement or payment agents of payments to the service provider;
- furnishes the owner with other information necessary for operation within the framework of the AIS Rashchet;
- accepts from AIS Rashchet and processes an electronic document on effected payments (the document must bear the owner’s electronic digital signature); and
- performs other functions provided for by the contract.

Based on his contract with the service provider, the aggregator:

- ensures the interaction between the service provider and the owner to furnish the latter, in accordance with the service provider’s regulations, all information necessary for settlement (payment) agents to arrange payments to the service provider;
- ensures the interaction between the service provider and the owner to receive information on effected payments from the owner;
- supervises the work of the service provider’s software and hardware systems involved in the information exchange with the aggregator;
- ensures the security of information exchange between the service provider and AIS Rashchet to protect banking and other legally protected secrets; and
- informs the owner about the termination of his contract with the service provider for the provision of communication services relating to the AIS Rashchet.

One of the largest aggregators connecting parties to ERIP system is Khutki Grosch, which has NPOs among its target groups.
The owner supplies the AIS Rashchet with work on a 24/7 basis, except for maintenance times, when the AIS has to stop.

To begin work in ERIP, its potential participant has to conduct a set of preparatory activities for connecting to the AIS Rashchet:

- to provide a communication channel for information exchange with the owner via a telecommunications operator;
- to ensure information exchange with the owner as per existing agreements and rules; and
- to submit, depending on the type of participation, an equipment readiness certificate to the owner, confirming that his software and hardware systems are ready to work with the AIS Rashchet on an industrial basis.

To connect to the AIS Rashchet as a service provider, an applicant NPO should:\footnote{Standard terms and conditions for the participation of a service provider in the work of the AIS Rashchet were approved by Minutes \#1 of the meeting of the board of OAO ERIP of March 28, 2016. Contact the owner for details.}

- be an operating legal entity registered in Belarus; and
• have the software and hardware systems used to generate and process payment orders containing information that is necessary and sufficient to make payments through the AIS Rashchet.

To connect to the AIS Rashchet, the service provider can use one of the following connection modes: off-line, on-line, via an aggregator, mixed. By default, the owner connects applicants in off-line mode.

Prior to the conclusion of the contract, the applicant for participation in AIS Rashchet as a service provider in off-line mode should provide the owner with the following package of documents:

- petition on corporate letterhead to consider its application as a service provider in AIS Rashchet;
- a service provider questionnaire for connection to the AIS Rashchet, completed by the applicant;
- information on payments made by banks within the framework of contracts for accepting payments from individuals (if such contracts exist); in the event of their absence, the applicant makes a reference to this circumstance in the petition;
- a copy of the certificate of state registration;
- copies of special permits or licenses, if available, when adding activities for which a special permit (license) is required;
- the contract and the regulations in two copies signed by the applicant; and
- a copy of the document confirming the authority of the person representing the service provider (if there is a representative office).

Prior to the conclusion of the contract, the applicant for participation in the AIS Rashchet as a service provider in on-line mode is required to provide the owner with an application on corporate letterhead of the applicant’s petition to be considered as a service provider participant in the AIS Rashchet with a mandatory indication of the connection mode.

Further work on connecting the service provider in on-line mode will be carried out by the owner in coordination with the applicant individually.

After signing the contract, the owner and the service provider take a number of organizational and technical measures to connect the service provider to the AIS Rashchet, after which the service provider makes a test payment.

---

18 Forms of the documents and an instruction for filling them out are available on http://raschet.by
Based on the payments information submitted by the applicant, the owner determines (calculates) the amount of remuneration for services in the AIS Rashchetch rendered by the service provider under the terms and conditions of the List of Fees for Transactions Performed by OAO ERIP (and Other ERIP Participants), with the exception of payments for which no remuneration is charged under Belarusian law. In accordance with Decision of the Supervisory Board of OAO ERIP (Minutes #7 of June 27, 2016, a fee of 0.2% of the amount of payments made (of which, remuneration of OAO ERIP is 0.1% and that of the settlement agent, 0.1%).

The service provider:

- provides the owner with the information necessary for settlement (payment) agents to make payments for the benefit of the service provider (in the event of periodic payments, information about payers and amounts paid);
- pays remuneration in accordance with the procedure and on terms determined by the contract;
- examines the payers' petitions regarding the wiring of donations to charity accounts through the AIS Rashchetch;
- ensures receipt from the owner and processing of registers of effected payments signed with an electronic digital signature of the owner and confirming the payment by the payer. The service provider has the right to demand that the payer furnish a confirmation of payment only in cases stipulated by the legislation;
- provides the owner with information about the service provider's contact persons responsible for technical, organizational and other issues of cooperation with AIS Rashchetch, including their telephone numbers and e-mail addresses, and changes in such data;
- informs payers about the payment procedure in AIS Rashchetch, including by posting a notice on its own website in the Internet and on the reverse side of receipts, if any;
- takes measures to secure refund and its payment in cases and in the manner stipulated by the law;
- not later than five business days before the termination and/or suspension of the fundraising activity using AIS Rashchetch, notifies the owner about it in writing;
- terminates the contract with the owner when it is no longer necessary to connect to the AIS Rashchetch; and

19 List of Fees for Transactions Performed by OAO ERIP (and Other ERIP Participants)
http://raschet.by/upload/iblock/6fe/sbornik-voznagrazhdeniy-2018_05_21_-red-18_.pdf
• at least five business days before the closing (change) of the bank account in which payments made by the AIS Rashchet are received, notifies the owner about it on paper and/or in electronic form.

An NPO may collect donations in ERIP both for a specific purpose (such as organizing an event) and for the statutory goals of the entire organization. NPOs often distinguish between ways of raising funds through ERIP, offering to use the system both for sending/receiving donations and paying membership fees.
The definition of goals is problematic when a NPO attracts funds using ERIP system. Since (1) the purposes of payments are built into the system, (2) the need to use received donations for purposes indicated by the donor, or, in absence of such indication, for the organization's statutory tasks forces NPOs into using concrete and at the same time broad language so that they would be able to allocate donations for various needs of the organization.

ERIP service list has the following language for possible services to NPOs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of services</th>
<th>Full name</th>
<th>Abbreviated name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public associations</td>
<td>Charitable contribution</td>
<td>Charitable</td>
<td>Not applicable unless account belongs in group 3131 – 3135 (charitable accounts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public associations</td>
<td>Donation</td>
<td>Donation</td>
<td>Not applicable unless account belongs in group 3131 – 3135 (charitable accounts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

List of Services... [http://raschet.by/o-sisteme/normativa-baza/](http://raschet.by/o-sisteme/normativa-baza/)
According to the List of Subject Headings, public associations include not-for-profit organizations (with and without membership), As of June 26, 2018, fundraising participants in ERIP include the following categories:

- Protection of animals - 12 organizations
- Protection of nature - 5 organizations
- Youth and children’s associations - 9 organizations
- Scientific, Technical, Professional - 6 organizations
- Ethnic-cultural associations - 2 organizations
- Women’s associations - 3 organizations
- Assistance to children, adults - 50 organizations
- Education, culture and leisure - 6 organizations
- Trade unions - 3 organizations
- Other public associations - 8 organizations
- Religious associations - 20 organizations
- Sports associations - 20 organizations

It should be noted that this is a rather conditional classification, since it does not correspond either to the Civil Code definition of a public association as a special organizational and legal form of an NPO or the classification of NPOs used by the Ministry of Justice. Moreover, the listing of commercial organizations (for example, unitary enterprises) with those "public associations" that do raise funds and the use of abbreviated or incomplete names of legal entities in favor of which donations are made misleads potential donors and can be regarded as a violation of the law.

---

21 List of Subject Headings, [http://raschet.by/o-sisteme/normativnaya-baza/](http://raschet.by/o-sisteme/normativnaya-baza/)
22 At the same time, Belarusian law does not provide for the establishment of public associations without membership.
3.3. FUNDRAISING VIA THE ORGANIZATIONS’ WEBSITES

The websites of some Belarusian NCOs provide for making on-line payments.

Fundraising through NPO websites is carried out on the basis of a contract by and between the NPO and the bank.

The main issue when raising funds from an NPO website is legal regulation of the placement of these websites. The main legal acts regulating this issue are Decree #60 of the President of the Republic of Belarus On Measures to Improve the Use of the National Segment of the Internet of February 1, 2010 and Resolution #644 of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus On Certain Issues of Improving the Use of the National Segment of the Internet Global Computer Network.

The legislation establishes that the sale of goods, the performance of work, and the provision of services using information networks, systems and resources connected to the Internet are carried out in Belarus by legal entities established in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Belarus, using information networks, systems and resources of the national segment of the Internet located on the territory of the Republic of Belarus and registered in accordance with established procedure.

It follows from this that the resources of legal entities that do not deal with the sale of goods, the performance of works, or the provision of services using information networks, systems and resources that have Internet connection on the territory of the Republic of Belarus (i.e., websites) are not subject to registration in accordance with applicable legislation.
On the other hand, NPOs fundraising activities using the Internet resource are regarded as financial and economic activities and can be regarded as activities falling under the terms of Decree #60 by regulatory authorities. Furthermore, in practice, banks will not work with NPOs to raise funds via websites if the organization has its website outside the national segment of the Internet. Therefore, in order to raise funds via their Internet resources, NPOs must ensure that the physical location of the server on which their website is located is in Belarus: in other words, the website should have Belarusian hosting. Hosting providers must ensure that the site is registered with the registration authority RUP BelGIE.

In practice, some NPOs involved in raising funds using AIS Rashchet place banners on their websites encouraging visitors to donate though ERIP or redirecting them to payment systems that can help them make the donation via ERIP. In particular, such services are provided by the payment system https://bepaid.by/. In 2018, the Digital Workshop at the Phalanstery Public Youth Association announced the development of a NPO-friendly module called Doyka, the placement of which on an organization’s website will facilitate the reception and management of donations transferred via ERIP. In July 2018, Doyka was offered for pilot use to five NPOs that showed interest in testing this mechanism, which is positioned by its developers as “capable of launching a crowdfunding project for you at your own site.”

3.4. FUNDRAISING VIA TELEPHONY (TELECOMMUNICATION) OPERATORS

The leading Belarusian telecommunication operator is RUP Beltelecom. Mobile telecommunication services in Belarus are provided by three operators: SOOO Mobile TeleSystems (MTS), Velcom Unitary Enterprise (Velcom) and ZAO Belarusian Telecommunications Network (Life :)).

The main normative acts regulating the provision of telecommunication services in the country are Law #45-Z of the Republic of Belarus On Telecommunications of July 19, 2005 and the Rules for the Provision of Telecommunication Services, as well as Decree #1055 of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus of August 17, 2006.

Telecommunication services are rendered on the basis of a contract for the provision of telecommunication services by and between a telecommunication service operator and a subscriber. At the same time, the subscriber is a user of telecommunication services, with whom an agreement is concluded to provide such services when allocating a subscriber number or a unique identification code for these purposes. Tariffs for telecommunication services are established by the telecommunication operator independently.

---

23https://it.falanster.by/blog/2018/06/29/doika-start-your-crowdfunding-on-your-org-web-site/
Belarusian NCOs may conclude contracts with RUP Beltelecom on the basis of the Civil Code and specialized legislation on telecommunication. Under these contracts, when an individual subscriber makes a call to a certain telephone number of an NPO, a fixed donation amount is withdrawn from his account (under the contracts, calls from telephone numbers registered to legal entities cannot be accepted) and included in his fixed-line telephony bill. However, such a call is not a commercial service and is a form of voluntary donation. NPOs may also enter into agreements with mobile telephony operators. Under the contract, an individual (a mobile telephony subscriber) can send an SMS to a certain short number indicating the amount of the donation and/or a USSD request. In the latter case, the subscriber, by dialing a certain number, donates a certain amount of money to an NPO. The operator may set a commission from each donation made by sending an SMS or charge the cost for sending a message with a notification of writing off funds in reply to the subscriber’s USSD request.

Mobile operators may (and do) accept donations from individuals to NPOs by mobile operators using the iPay payment system. Payments in this system are made with e-money. The issuing bank of iPay e-money is the Open Joint-Stock Company Paritetbank. The official site of the system of payments using iPay e-money on the Internet is http://www.ipay.by. Any NPO that undertakes to comply with the iPay System Rules and performs transactions with e-money (issuance, distribution, use, redemption), including the Issuing Bank, the Issuing Bank’s Agent, the iPay System Operator, and the Holder of E-money, may become a member of the iPay System.  

24 See iPay Rules at http://www.ipay.by/?page_id=31
3.5. FUNDRAISING VIA CROWDFUNDING PLATFORMS

Currently, a number of national Internet sites are operating in Belarus to raise funds through the Internet. In addition, Belarusian users raise funds through Russian and other foreign Internet sites.

The first national crowdfunding platforms were launched in Belarus in 2011. Today, NPOs have a number of several options for this form of grassroots funding: the electronic crowdfunding platform Uley (Beehive), the charity meetings auction Maie Sens (Makes Sense), the SocialWeekend social projects competition, the Talakosht crowdfunding campaign site, and foreign and international services.

The two leading Belarusian crowdfunding sites Talakosht and Uley imitate the mechanisms of the popular American platforms Kickstarter and Indiegogo.25

Like Kickstarter, the project Uley (launched in late April 2015) relies on the "all or nothing" principle: if 100% of the amount needed for the project is not collected 100%, the project gets no funding and the money is returned to donors. This scheme prevents the movement of resources to projects that cannot be implemented and is widely used, mostly for commercial start-ups, when users make pre-orders for a new product. The crowdfunding platform is implemented by a commercial organization (OOO HiveProject), which takes a commission of 10% from successful projects. Uley earns 9.5% and 0.5% goes to Belgazprombank as settlement bank under the contract between the system owner of the system and the user/author of the project. When the project is placed on this platform, the author signs two contracts: one with Uley for project placement and the other with Belgazprombank to accumulate funds from the crowdfunding campaign in a temporary account (when the campaign is over, the collected money can be transferred to another bank that serves the author of the project).

But NPOs have only limited use of this crowdfunding platform for their projects. According to the rules of the platform, the author of the project can only be a physical person and a resident of Belarus even if he or she positions the project as an initiative of an NPO or a group of persons. Donations, too, can only be collected from individuals (physical persons). It is noteworthy that the rules of the platform forbid to link any projects placed on it to any corporate accounts in social networks. At the same time, the rules stipulate that a project placed on the Uley platform cannot be placed on other fundraising resources at the same time.

Throughout the crowdfunding campaign, funds arrive in the temporary account of the project. If by the end of the campaign the author collects the needed amount, he or she

---

gets the money on the basis of a gift agreement. If the amount received exceeds 5,555 rubles, he or she will have to pay the 13% individual income tax.

If the project does not collect the specified amount, the money is returned to the sponsors.

In case the project does not collect the required funds but a donor does not apply for the return of their donation, Uley transfers the funds to the charity foundation Chance.

In the past three years, more than 150 projects have been successfully implemented on the platform. The project organizers note that as of January 29, 2018, 572 thousand Belarusian rubles26 were collected on successful projects.

The Talakosht project made its debut on March 31, 2015 as part of the non-commercial initiative Talaka.by, where people with ideas searched for like-minded people. The project is implemented by an NPO (listed as an institution as far as its organizational and legal form is concerned) and presents itself as a not-for-profit initiative.

Talakosht, you also need to describe your project, indicate the amount needed to implement it, choose the campaign duration and the type of collection: "All or nothing" (the author of the project receives the money only if the entire amount is collected) or "All that has been collected" (the author will receive money if at least 25% has been collected). No commission is taken for the placement of the project site. As in the Uley, the donors in this system can only be individuals.

A comparatively recent innovation is the possibility of making donations on a regular basis in automatic mode, when a donor fills out a one-off registration/subscription and agrees to a monthly transfer of a certain amount from his/her account for the benefit of the project.

According to the platform operators, 1,026,533 rubles were raised within the framework of Talakosht and more than 1,800 projects related to solicitation of support within the platform have an active status as of June 27, 2018. At the same time, the platform operators say that only one of five projects collects the required amount of support. The platform positions itself as an integrated resource where financial support for projects is only one aspect, as many projects are looking for volunteers, consultations, and other forms of non-monetary assistance.

The online magazine *Imena* (Names) also widely uses elements of crowdfunding in its activity. Registered as a non-profit in the form of an institution, this project started out by collecting funds for its first issue. In the period from 29.07.2016 to 25.09.2017, ImenaMedia worked as an information support institution serving socially vulnerable groups of the population and later as a crowdfunding platform for projects.

---

27 Uley and Talakosht: Do Belarusians Need Two Crowdfunding Platforms At a Time, [https://42.tut.by/445199](https://42.tut.by/445199)
implemented by other organizations or individuals. Today, it is called the ImenaMedia Social and Charitable Institution for the Support of Publicly Significant Infrastructure Projects.

When fundraising via Imena, the recipient NPO must conclude a gratuitous sponsorship agreement with it, which in accordance with Decree #300 imposes certain restrictions on purposes such aid can be given for.

As this project developed and the role of Imena as a distributor of aid grew, its founders realized that it is expedient for them to take a different organizational and legal form provided for by the Belarusian legislation. They are currently working on the establishment and registration of a foundation.

At the moment, ImenaMedia has two main charitable accounts: one collects funds for the editorial office of the site and the organization, the other – in support of the projects the site writes about.

July 2018, Imena announced the launch, jointly with AlfaBank, of a new joint product called Pora Dobra (The Time of Goodness). This mechanism makes it possible for AlfaBank payment card holders to activate the automatic transfer of 0.5% of the amount of any non-cash payments to support projects raising funds via Imena. The client does not bear any additional costs – the money is withdrawn from the amount of cashback on each purchase. The service can be activated in a very simple way through the bank’s website or by a phone call. This mechanism is available to holders of VisaGold, MasterCardGold, VisaPlatinum, VisaInfinite and MasterCardBlackEdition, as well as Alfa Bank credit cards of the Gold level and higher. Imena and Alfa Bank will report how much money is donated to each project on a monthly basis and customers will receive text messages about the amount transferred to their project. It is noteworthy that when they subscribe to the service, the client does not indicate a specific project for which funds are collected but rather
chooses one of five categories: medical care for children and orphans; medical care for adults; care for the elderly, people with disabilities and assistance to the poor; assistance to victims of violence and search for missing people; and accessible education and inclusion. Every month Imena and Alfa Bank will choose a project in each of the five categories to receive 0.5% of the amount of purchases and payments made by customers. The qualifying criteria are the financial status of the project, the rate of collection over the past few months and the real results in helping their beneficiaries.

Launched in 2015, the platform investo.by is also oriented at commercial investment projects (investment projects – crowdfinancing – dividend payment to participants, the “all or nothing” principle, a participation reward in the form of a gift or gratitude, commercial projects).28

Crowdfunding as a way of collective financing and alternative to credits and loans would develop more actively in this country if it had legislative support, the organizers of the first commercial crowdfunding site Uley (Ulej.by) believe.29

There is no legislation in Belarus dedicated to fundraising via crowdfunding platforms. At the same time, certain legal acts provide for the need to develop them, treating them primarily from the point of view of investment legislation. Presidential Decree #236 of June 13, 2018, which amended the State Program for the Innovative

28Kleshcheva S.A. Crowdfunding As a Tool of Financing Innovation / Banking System: Sustainability and Development Prospects (a collection of articles for the 8th international scientific and practical conference on banking economics dedicated to the Year of Science in Belarus. Palesse State University, Pinsk, 2017. Pp. 80-83.
Development of the Republic of Belarus for 2016-2020, underscores the need to further Internet platforms (crowdfunding) as an instrument to be used by consumers and producers of goods and services, investors, and applicants for investment.

The organization and operation of crowdfunding platforms are currently regulated by the Civil Code (as far as donations and other civil relations are concerned), the Tax Code (tax matters), the Banking Code, Decree #300 of the President of the Republic of Belarus On Gratuitous (Sponsored) Aid of July 1, 2005, legislation on accounting and reporting, and other acts.

Fundraising by crowdfunding requires an agreement between the donor and the owner of the system (understood as a set of software, hardware and technological facilities that enable the system owner, the settlement bank, initiatives, fundraisers, and donors to interact in the process of placing information on relevant initiatives (projects) in the system and providing funds to such initiatives (projects) on a gratuitous and irrevocable basis. The agreement is offered to a wide range of undefined parties on the conditions of a public offer.

The functioning of crowdfunding platforms in Belarus faces the following main problems:

1. the effective legislation on foreign gratuitous aid, which requires a separate registration of every single contribution received from foreign organizations and persons permanently residing outside the Republic of Belarus, regardless of the amount. The registration procedure is complex and onerous. The decision on exempting this or that contribution from tax is taken on an individual basis; and
2. the legislation on gratuitous (sponsored) aid provides for a very narrow scope of purposes for which non-profits may receive aid from Belarusian legal entities and individual entrepreneurs, as well as the need for a written agreement with each such donor, regardless of the amount of the donation.

In view of these normative restrictions, crowdfunding platforms raise funds from Belarusian citizens permanently residing in Belarus, or foreign citizens and stateless persons who have a Belarusian residence permit.

 Individuals who raise funds through the use of crowd-hosting platforms are payers of the 13% income tax. The payers’ income received from individuals who are not individual entrepreneurs is not subject to income tax provided the amount does not exceed 5,555 Belarusian rubles (approximately 2,750 US dollars) from all sources over

---

30 Participation in the WikiBank-Crowdfunding System (User Agreement). Website of the Uley crowdfunding platform, https://ulej.by/agreement
the tax reporting period (paragraph 1.18, Article 163 of the Tax Code).31 Also tax-exempt are donations transferred to a Bank of Belarus charitable account for the benefit of: (1) invalids, minor orphans and children left without parental care – provided they do not exceed 11,102 Belarusian rubles (approximately 5,496 US dollars) from all sources over the tax reporting period; and (2) payers in need of medical assistance, including surgery, provided there is an appropriate confirmation issued in accordance with the procedure established by the Ministry of Health of Belarus.

While these rules are established by the Tax Code of the Republic of Belarus (Article 163), the limits of exemption are subject to relatively frequent (effectively annual) revision.

Where an individual raises money for its subsequent transfer to an NPO, they may attempt to legally avoid paying personal income tax (although infrequent, this is not unknown in Belarus). According to clause 2.19 of Article 153 of the Tax Code, the income of an individual, received by him or her in cash or in kind from another person as commission for the transfer of funds to third parties, is not subject to income tax. Therefore, it is necessary to instruct an individual to raise funds for the benefit of a non-profit and have supporting documents to prove the fact of instruction and the transfer itself. According to law implementation practice, this may be done in two ways:

1. the instruction to raise funds for the NPO’s purposes is given by the NPO itself. This is the most convenient option when announcing a fundraising campaign among an unlimited number of donors. In this case, the instruction to raise funds to an individual is given by the NPO’s governing (or higher) body and is formalized by an appropriate protocol. If the notice on the collection of funds is placed in public space (on a crowdfunding platform), it must indicate that the funds are being collected for a nonprofit organization.

2. the instruction to transfer collected funds to an NPO for its statutory purposes can be given by the donor (who donates the money on a gratis basis). The instruction may be provided for in the contract for gratuitous (sponsored) aid. At the same time, the contract can be concluded on the condition that the instruction is consistent with the objectives of gratuitous (sponsored) aid provided for in paragraph 2 of Decree #300 of the President of the Republic of Belarus On Granting and Using Gratuitous

31The specified amount of non-taxable income from citizens received as a donation is changed from time to time when amendments to the Tax Code are made. For example, the amendments drafted by the Ministry of Finance in 2017 provide for raising this limit to 6,111 rubles - http://www.minfin.gov.by/upload/np/proekt/proekt_072017.pdf
(Sponsorship) Aid of July 1, 2005. The instruction may also be referred to in a donation agreement.

As already indicated, the fact of execution of the instruction must also be confirmed in writing. A payment order is precisely the document to support the (wire) transfer of funds to a non-profit organization. An individual and a non-profit organization may also find it expedient to sign a donation agreement.

It should be noted that the descriptions of projects on crowdfunding platforms often refer to joint activities carried out by social activists based on general agreements aimed at common goals. Since the activity of public associations without state registration is prohibited by part 2 of Article 7 of the Law of the Republic of Belarus On Public Associations, such joint activity may be treated as falling under this prohibition.

3.6. FUNDRAISING VIA PAY TERMINALS

Belarusian legislation and law enforcement practice do not give an unambiguous answer to whether NPOs can use payment terminals to raise funds. The main normative act regulating the use of these facilities in Belarus is Resolution #924/16 of the Council of Ministers and the National Bank of July 6, 2011 on the use of cash register equipment, payment terminals, automatic electronic devices and vending machines and on accepting cash funds and bank payment cards when selling goods, performing work, providing services, conducting activity in the gambling business, the lottery business and the sphere of electronic interactive games, and putting cash register equipment into operation. According to this decree, cash register equipment may only be used for selling goods, performing work, and rendering services. At the same time, a thorough examination of this resolution and the Instruction on the Procedure of Transactions with Bank Payment Cards, approved by Resolution #34 of the Board of the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus of January 18, 2013, shows that payment terminals do not belong to cash register equipment. Furthermore, the instruction defines payment terminals as a software and hardware device installed at the trade (service) organization under an acquiring agreement or a point of issue of cash funds and intended for the registration of transactions when using cards with the subsequent generation of a credit card payment slip. At the same time, the trade (service) organization may be a legal entity (or a foreign organization that is not a legal entity under foreign law, or an individual entrepreneur, or an individual carrying out activities that are not related to entrepreneurial activity in accordance with the legislation) which has entered into an agreement with the acquiring bank and selling goods (works, services) according to the agreement, accepting payment by card or in any other way using bank cards in compliance with the legislation. As a result, it can be assumed that the law provides for accepting payments not related to the sale of
goods, the performance of work, or the provision of services with the help of payment terminals.

In accordance with the Instruction on the procedure for transactions with bank payment cards, credit card slips confirming the fact of a transaction using the card and its details include:

- the date and time of the transaction;
- the amount of the transaction;
- code or name of the transaction currency;
- a code confirming the authorization of the operation;
- details of the customer’s card and/or account; and
- other relevant information.

However, the use of pay terminals for fundraising has its difficulties. As already noted earlier in this document, the Tax Code exempts funds received from individuals (Belarusian citizens permanently residing in Belarus and foreign citizens having a permanent residence permit) on a gratis basis from income tax. However, there are two provisos:

1. it should be seen that the funds have been received by the NPO gratis and not in payment for goods, work or services; and

2. the funds should be used for the intended purpose or, if the purpose is not designated, allocated for the implementation of the NPO’s statutory tasks. So if it is not planned to use the funds for statutory tasks, the donor must determine their intended purpose.
4. Recommendations

4.1. RECOMMENDATIONS TO GOVERNMENT BODIES

The legislation currently in force in the Republic of Belarus provides the opportunity to use a variety of ways to raise funds using non-cash payment systems. However, effective NPO fundraising makes it necessary:

1. To improve the regulatory framework governing the functioning of the payment system of the Republic of Belarus, payment services, and banking services.

2. To start systematic work on the harmonization of Belarusian legislation in the sphere of financial activities of not-for-profit organizations, expanding their opportunities to attract assistance from various sources, in particular:
   a. to develop a clear-cut conceptual framework for gratuitously received funds and other property, including:
   b. to use common terminology regarding gratuitously received funds and other property throughout Belarusian legislation, for example, either donations or gratuitous aid; and
   c. to introduce the concept of “tselevoi kapital” (specific capital, endowment) into the legislation of the Republic of Belarus;
   d. to abolish Decree #300 with the preservation (if necessary) of regulation by the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus in relation to state organizations in the event of their gratuitous transfer of property to other persons in the form of gratuitous aid;
   e. to exclude from the Law of the Republic of Belarus On Public Associations (Article 20) the prohibition on the right of public associations to independently carry out entrepreneurial activities;
   f. to exclude the provision that a person conducting a financial transaction may determine its compliance with the goals, type and/or nature of NPO’s activities from Law #165-Z of the Republic of Belarus On Measures to Prevent the Legalization of Criminal Proceeds, Financing of Terrorist Activities and Financing the Distribution of Weapons of Mass Destruction (Article 7) of June 30, 2014;
   g. to phase out the registration system for foreign gratuitous aid, substituting, at this stage, the simple declaration procedure for the existing authorization requirement so that the registration authority will only verify the availability of all required documents and record information on incoming foreign gratuitous aid (a closed list of grounds for non-registration will still be needed); to establish a minimum amount of money and other property received from abroad that is not subject to registration; and to remove the
foreign gratuitous aid registration issues from the competence of the Department for Humanitarian Activities of the Office of the President of the Republic of Belarus and transfer it to the competence of the tax authorities;

h. to delete the list of goals for which foreign gratuitous aid may be allocated, leaving in the ban on granting foreign gratuitous aid for various uses in the preparation and conduct of elections, referendums, recall of a deputy or a member of the Council of the Republic, the organization and conduct of meetings, rallies, street processions, demonstrations, pickets and strikes, and the production and dissemination of canvassing materials, as well as for political work among the population;

i. to develop a special reporting procedure for NPOs whose income exceeds a certain limit, to indicate information on gratuitous aid received, including from foreign sources. Such reporting fully compensates for the cancellation of the government authorization procedure of obtaining foreign gratuitous aid; and

j. to develop provisions on tax benefits to NPOs and their beneficiaries as well as on compensation for volunteers, and incorporate them in the Tax Code.

3. To abolish the practice of discrediting NPOs in the mass media.

4. To omit the ban on the activities of unregistered public associations from Article 7 of the Law On Public Associations.

4.2. RECOMMENDATIONS TO PAYMENT SYSTEMS AND CROWDFUNDING PLATFORMS

1. In informing the general public about a fundraising campaign, a clear distinction should be made between crowdfunding (and other fundraising) by NPOs and crowdinvesting projects carried out by commercial legal entities.

2. Language on the types and legal forms of legal entities should be in line with the definitions of the Civil Code and other legislative acts.

4.3. RECOMMENDATIONS TO NPOS

1. To conduct joint activity aimed at changing the legislation in the field of NPOs' financial activities and other issues relating to their establishment and operation.

2. To send inquiries to the competent authorities concerning unclear and/or conflicting rules on obtaining funding and make the replies available to the public.

3. To disseminate information on the methods and objectives of fundraising among the general public.

4. To analyze the practical advantages and disadvantages of various fundraising methods and make the results of such analysis accessible to the general public with the aim of sharing experience with other NPOs.

5. To diversify fundraising tools.
6. To take a responsible approach to drafting statutory documents and formulating the goals and objectives of the organization with an eye to the requirements of the current legislation regarding potential purposes of raising funds from sources related to such assistance.